Kurdistan: Confronting ISIS
Why political solutions are necessary to defeat ISIS

Border proposed by the Kurdish delegation at the Paris Peace Conference, 1919
Border defined by the Treaty of Sèvres, 1920
Border proposed by the Kurdish delegation at the first United Nations conference, San Francisco, 1945

Towards Kurdish Self-Rule
- Iraqi Kurdistan
- Kurdish Republic of Mahabad (1946-1947)
- "Red Kurdistan" in Azerbaijan (1923-1929)

Sources: Kurdish Institute of Paris; Michael Mehrdad R S C Izady, University of Columbia, New York, 1998
Kurdish as a percentage of total population

- Turkey: 20% - 30%
- Syria: 9%
- Iraq: 17%
- Iran: 10%
Rojava in Northern Syria

- De facto cantons of Western Kurdistan (Rojava), as of February 2014
- Territories claimed by Western Kurdistan (Rojava), but not controlled by the Kurds in February 2014
Kurdish front line in Iraq
ISIS controlled areas in Iraq

Seized by ISIS forces 10 June

Kurdish-run provinces

ISIS controls some areas of Anbar and Nineveh

Source: AFP/BBC Reports
Kurdistan Region of Iraq and the disputed territories
KRG built oil pipeline to Turkey
Kurdistan Region of Iraq and the disputed territories
Provinces and ethno-religious divisions in Iraq
Rojava in Northern Syria

- De facto cantons of Western Kurdistan (Rojava), as of February 2014
- Territories claimed by Western Kurdistan (Rojava), but not controlled by the Kurds in February 2014
Some Kurdish towns in Iran
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TOWARDS KURDISH SELF-RULE
- Iraqi Kurdistan
- Kurdish Republic of Mahabad (1946-1947)
- "Red Kurdistan" in Azerbaijan (1923-1929)
- Kurdish-inhabited areas

Sources: Kurdish Institute of Paris; Michael Mehrdad R S C Izady, University of Columbia, New York. 1998